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Introduction

Isolated visual hallucinations without other psychopathology considered as the Charles Bonnet syndrome (CBS), or whether ocular disease or brain organic disease is a necessary or exclusionary criterion for diagnosis (1).

CBS hallucinations are two broad types:
- Simple repeated patterns
- Complex hallucinations of people, objects and landscapes (2).

Both kinds of hallucination may be in black and white and at other times in color, or they may move or fix. In different patients one type of hallucination may be more than another or both types of hallucination at the same time or one after another (3).

Visual hallucinations in blind people with CBS last few minutes to hours (4). People with this syndrome can see both familiar and unfamiliar things (5). Some can even see things like an angel, jinni, fairy, or transparent
objects. In some cases, they even see objects smaller than their actual size. If the sensory cells of the retina are damaged, nerve impulses cannot be transmitted to the visual cells of the brain. This is where these cells begin to illustrate the visual information stored in the brain, thus creating visual hallucinations (6).

A transient episode of tactile hallucination was happening in dialysis disequilibrium syndrome (DDS) concomitant obvious degree of metabolic disturbance (7).

In this article we report a 64 year-old man who suffered from the Charles bonnet syndrome, he suffered from renal failure and dialysis because of his diabetes and also blindness, tactile, visual and gustatory hallucinations.

Case Report
The patient was a 64 year-old married man. He was under hemodialysis because of chronic renal failure. He had uncontrolled diabetes mellitus since 24 years ago and hypertension from 12 years ago. He didn’t receive erythropoietin.

His left eye was blind about 6 months ago, He fell some flies attack him and lying on his face. He believed that insects crawling on his face (Tactile hallucination). Eventually, he started self-injury behavior, slap on his face and aggression toward himself and others for removal of annoying insects.

Also, he felt that all diets are salty (Gustatory hallucination). Two weeks after prescription of Tablet. Nortryptiline 25 mg at night, the gustatory hallucination was resolved.

It isn’t fluctuation of consciousness. Hallucinations are permanent, but in evenings they are more severe and serious. He hasn’t suitable drug compliance. He used tablet Clonazepam 1 mg at night.

Routine Lab tests:
Urea: High
Creatinine: 6.2
Hb: Low
WBC: Normal
U/A: Normal

Discussion
The visual hallucinations are seen in some conditions. Always they indicate a psychopathology in psychiatry. They may be pleasant or unpleasant. Our patient indicated they are unpleasant distressing and agonizing. (8).

In 2004, the scientists of Harvard University closed the eyes of a group of people with no visual impairment in an experiment. After a few hours, most of them began to see imaginary patterns, landscapes, and even human faces (9).

Elderly blind people are often afraid of expressing their visual hallucinations because they think their families and physicians would assess their mental status as unstable or would label them as patients with mental illness (6). Because of stigma, he didn’t agree with psychopharmacotherapy.

Visual and gustatory hallucination wasn’t transient or concomitant with the dialysis disequilibrium syndrome. They were formed, persistence and considerable clinically. The consciousness was intact and hadn’t fluctuation, therefore, the delirium was ruled out.

The visual hallucination is related to erythropoietin and the CBS (10). Of course, our patient didn’t get this or an anticholinergic drug.

It is highly important to consider CBS in the blind people who are referred to physicians while complaining about visual hallucinations. Physicians often diagnose them with delirium, dementia, psychosis or drug in the first place. However, it is not just visual deprivation in blind people that can lead to the activation of brain cells without the stimulus. Deaf people have the same experience. An elderly deaf woman, for instance, claimed that she could hear the voice of her mother who had passed away a long time ago (11).

CBS can be distressing, but many people find that the hallucinations can get less frequent with time. It was initially thought that hallucinations resolved within 12 to 18 months, but a recent study found that most
people still have occasional hallucinations five years after they first started (12). This syndrome has been explained most frequently in elderly patients (13). Our case was an old hemodialysis patient. Therefore, this can suggest the etiology of this organic syndrome.

**Conclusion**
Not only visual hallucination, but also the tactile and gustatory hallucination can find about Charles Bonnet syndrome. This syndrome can be a stigma for patient and refuse of psychopharmacotherapy. It necessary that physicians involve with hemodialysis and ocular patient know this state and manage it, truly.
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